Value Placed By Board On Warren School

The School Board yesterday set a replacement value of $720,980 to $745,980 on its Warren Avenue School property, in the projected Civic Center-World Fair site.

In informal conference with Civic Center representatives, board members said they did not want to stand in the way of progress but were faced with some weighty problems in the taking of the Warren Avenue site.

Site Sure to Be Taken

Board members were told the Warren Avenue site would be taken, whether or not World Fair plans materialize, because it is needed in the Civic Center project.

The High School Memorial Stadium would be at stake only if full plans for the World Fair are realized, the board was told.

Representatives of the project indicated that full realization of World Fair plans probably is contingent on federal aid.

Congress to Decide

Such aid will be forthcoming, they said, if Congress officially designates the fair a "world" event on grounds of its value in improving the United States position internationally.

Besides a regular elementary-school program, the Warren Avenue School houses classes for the cerebral palsied, the hard of hearing and the blind.